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THEMSELVES AS FAVORABLE TO CHANGE

MICHAEL OPPOSES MEASURE
Suggests Withholding of Credits Until Class Tax Has Been
Paid
Out of ten students interviewed, all
one expressed themselves as favorable to the proposed amendment
:o the Student Body Constitution requiring that the class taxes be collected by the Registrar at the beginning of the school yearSam Michael opposed the amendment, saying that the general business
office of the University should not be
bothered with class affairs. “Besides,”
he said, “it will make the new students
who are not acquainted with the class
tax amendment feel that they are paying $19 or $20 for registration, according as the class levy is one or two
Another objection is that
dollars.
some will register as special students
in order to avoid the payment of class
dues, as there is no provision in the
proposed amendment in regard to speA better plan as adopted by
cials.
other schools would be the withholding of credits until the class tax has
been paid. I admit that there should
be a better system of collecting class
dues, but I am not in favor of the
method as proposed in this amendment.”
jut

President-elect Tooze said that the
amendment is a fine thing. “From an
administrative standpoint there is no
question about its advisability. First,
there is the ease of collection; no one
can avoid the tax.
The money will
be on hand at the first of the year,
the bills can be regularly met and ad
vantage taken of all discounts. Then
there will be a complete permanent
record of the class finances. As it i3
now practically none of the treasurers’ books are saved; and lastly the
poor student will not be the only one
who comes through as is very often
the case under the present system.”
The foremost argument in favor of
this amendment, said President Boylen, is that those who pay now are
those who can least afford to. “Only
sixty per cent of the students pay
these legitimate class dues under the
method of collecting now in vogue,
and these three-fifths bear the burden
of all class expenses. Through the administrative offices the class accounts
will be kept by experts in a scientific
fashion, and none will graduate with
promissory notes hanging over them.
At the present time the man best fitted for the job will often not accept
the position of class treasurer because
it is a begging occupation.
■

“Another potent factor to consider
the Oregana problem.
Inasmuch
as the year-book is the
University’s
best advertising medium, it should be
the very best possible
publication.
Many feel that the last issue of the
Oregana was not up to the standard
set by last year’s publication and that
it is not doing justice to the University. If this amendment is adopted,
there will be plenty of money in any
Junior treasury to put out a fine Oregana, and enough money left over for
a Senior memorial.”
is

James Donald:
“Every argument
favors the passage of the amendment.
It insures scientific book-keeping of
the class accounts; it insures funds in
the treasury; it reaches all the members of the class. At the same time it
leed not inflict a hardship, as the payment of the tax is not compulsory;
'he only
privilege that delinquent
nembers are deprived of is the right
:o vote for class officers.”
“The
proposed
Roy Stephens:
amendment is a great thing. Nearly
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